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Abstract
The ability of an animal to detect, discriminate, and respond to odors depends on the functions of its olfactory
receptor neurons (ORNs). The extent to which each ORN, upon activation, contributes to chemotaxis is not well
understood. We hypothesized that strong activation of each ORN elicits a different behavioral response in the
Drosophila melanogaster larva by differentially affecting the composition of its navigational behavior. To test this
hypothesis, we exposed Drosophila larvae to specific odorants to analyze the effect of individual ORN activity on
chemotaxis. We used two different behavioral paradigms to analyze the chemotaxis response of larvae to
odorants. When tested with five different odorants that elicit strong physiological responses from single ORNs,
larval behavioral responses toward each odorant differed in the strength of attraction as well as in the composition
of discrete navigational elements, such as runs and turns. Further, behavioral responses to odorants did not
correlate with either the strength of odor gradients tested or the sensitivity of each ORN to its cognate odorant.
Finally, we provide evidence that wild-type larvae with all ORNs intact exhibit higher behavioral variance than
mutant larvae that have only a single pair of functional ORNs. We conclude that individual ORNs contribute
differently to the olfactory circuit that instructs chemotactic responses. Our results, along with recent studies from
other groups, suggest that ORNs are functionally nonequivalent units. These results have implications for
understanding peripheral odor coding.
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Introduction
Sophisticated olfactory function in the Drosophila larva

is based on the activities of only 21 first-order sensory
neurons known as olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs).

ORNs innervate the dorsal organ of the head and send
axons to glomeruli in the larval antennal lobe (Fishilevich
et al., 2005; Ramaekers et al., 2005; Kreher et al., 2008).
Within each glomerulus, input from a single ORN is re-
ceived by a second-order projection neuron, which in turn
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Significance Statement

Olfactory behavior in the Drosophila larva is based on the activities of only 21 olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs).
An intriguing question in the biology of sensory systems concerns the functional diversity among its ORNs.
Through systematic olfactory behavior analyses, we report that the activation of each larval ORN differently
influences discrete navigational elements such as runs and turns. One interpretation is that individual ORNs
contribute differently to the olfactory circuit that leads to chemotactic response. This analysis of functional
diversity among ORNs has implications for developing more reliable models of odor coding.
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relays information to higher olfactory centers in the brain
(Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2005, 2009,2010; Ramaekers
et al., 2005). Subsequent processing of information in
higher olfactory centers instructs olfactory behavior re-
sponses of the larva. Thus, the 21 ORNs constitute dis-
crete information-processing channels in the larval brain.
While a considerable amount of information has been
generated regarding sensory neuron responses to odor-
ants, much less is known about the functional diversity
among sensory neuron channels and its role in driving
behavioral output (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al.,
2008; Louis et al., 2008; Montague et al., 2011; Mathew
et al., 2013). Two recent studies (Mathew et al., 2013;
Hernandez-Nunez et al., 2015) suggested that the activa-
tion of different chemosensory neurons in the Drosophila
larva could produce behavioral responses of different
strengths or dynamics. However, these studies either
used a simple behavioral assay to measure response
strength or considered only a single aspect of chemotac-
tic navigation behavior to measure response dynamics.
The main objective of this research is to unequivocally
establish that there is diversity in the functional contribu-
tions of individual larval sensory neurons to complex ol-
factory behavior.

The activities of the ORNs are based on the responses
of odor receptors (Ors). Larval ORNs together express 25
members of the Or family of odor receptors and the Or
coreceptor (Orco) (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and
Vosshall, 2005; Kreher et al., 2005, 2008). In each ORN,
Or and Orco proteins together form a ligand-gated ion
channel (Sato et al., 2008; Smart et al., 2008; Wicher et al.,
2008). Most ORNs, with the exception of a few cases,
express a single Or (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al.,
2005). Recent studies have characterized the odor re-
sponse profile of every larval Or in terms of its breadth of
tuning, receptor sensitivity, and temporal dynamics
(Kreher et al., 2005, 2008; Mathew et al., 2013).

A panel of odorants that elicit strong (�150 spikes/s)
and specific physiological responses from 19 of 21 larval
ORNs was recently identified (Mathew et al., 2013). This
panel of strong ORN activators, when tested in a simple
two-choice behavioral paradigm, drove behavioral re-
sponses that varied across a continuum. One hypothesis
is that differences in behavior could arise due to differ-
ences in strengths of the odor gradients formed and/or
due to differences in Or sensitivities with their cognate
odorant. An alternate hypothesis to account for the differ-
ences in behavior elicited by strong ORN activators is that
individual ORNs contribute differently to information pro-
cessing in the olfactory circuit. Testing these hypotheses
requires precise stimulus delivery methods and extensive

behavior analyses that can create a more complete pic-
ture of behavior driven by activation of each ORN.

In this study, we compare the behavioral responses of
Drosophila larva to five odorants (Fig. 1A). These five
odorants were chosen because (1) each elicits a strong,
specific response from a different odor receptor and
shows little cross-activation of other receptors in a phys-
iological test, (2) all five odorants have similar volatilities
and form odor gradients of similar strengths, and (3) three
of the five odor receptors activated by this panel of odor-
ants exhibit similar sensitivities to their cognate odorant
(Mathew et al., 2013). To quantify larval migration toward
or away from odorants, we use a classic behavior assay
(Rodrigues and Siddiqi, 1978; Monte et al., 1989). To
conduct more extensive analyses of larval behavior and
define olfactory computations, we perform quantitative
behavioral analyses with the help of a larval tracking
paradigm (Gershow et al., 2012; Mathew et al., 2013).

Here, we address whether individual ORNs contribute
differently to the olfactory circuit by asking the following
three specific questions. Does the activity of individual
ORNs elicit different behavioral responses? Does the ac-
tivity of individual ORNs differentially affect the composi-
tion of navigational behavior? Are the contributions of
individual ORNs to olfactory behavior different when its
neighboring neurons are silent? To understand the trans-
formation of olfactory information into larval navigation, it
is necessary to understand the contributions of individual
sensory neurons to the olfactory circuit.

Materials and Methods
Drosophila stocks
A Canton-S (CS) line was used as the wild-type line in
behavioral experiments. The Orco1 mutant (Drosophila
Stock Center, Bloomington, IN), which was backcrossed
to a wCS line for 10 generations, was used to generate the
three empty larva genotypes (Fishilevich et al., 2005).
Females from a UAS-Orco; Orco1 were crossed to males
from an OrX-Gal4; Orco1 line (where X � Or30a/42a/47a).
F1 progeny from this cross were used for the empty larva
experiments.

Odorants and other reagents
Odorants used in these studies were obtained at the
highest purity available (�98% purity; Sigma-Aldrich).
They were diluted in paraffin oil (Sigma-Aldrich) for our
studies. High-purity Agarose [Apex Bioresearch (pur-
chased from Genesee Scientific Inc.)] gel was used to
prepare the crawling surface for larvae during chemotaxis
behavior experiments. The 6 mm filter discs (GE What-
man) used in the behavior assays were purchased from
VWR Inc.

Behavioral assays
Preparation of larvae for behavior assays
Third-instar larvae (�96 h after egg laying) are extracted
from food using a high-density (15%) sucrose (Sigma-
Aldrich) solution. Larvae that float to the surface of the
sucrose solution are separated into a 1000 ml glass bea-
ker and washed four times with distilled water. Washed
larvae are allowed to rest for 10 min before subjecting
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Fig. 1. Drosophila melanogaster larvae respond differently to odorants activating individual ORNs in a two-choice small-format paradigm. A, Five
odorants selected for this study are shown. Listed next to each odorant is the odor receptor that it activates, its vapor pressure measured in
millimeters of mercury at 25°C, and the sensitivity of each odor receptor to its cognate odorant determined in an electrophysiology assay (Mathew
et al., 2013). B, Mean RIs of wild-type Drosophila larvae tested in the presence of odorants in a two-choice behavior paradigm are shown.
Odorants were tested at a 10�2 dilution. Each bar represents the RI � SEM (n � 8). Responses differ; for example, the response to anisole differs
from the responses to 4-hexen-3-one and pentyl acetate (Tukey’s HSD within a one-way ANOVA, p � 0.001). C, Dose–response analysis for each
odorant in the two-choice behavior paradigm. Odorants were tested at five different dilutions (10�1, 10�2, 10�3, 10�4, and 10�5). Each data point
represents the RI � SEM (n � 8).
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them to behavior assays. The temperature of the behavior
room is maintained between 22°C and 23°C. The humidity
of the room is maintained at between 45% and 50%
relative humidity.

A two-choice assay was conducted as described pre-
viously (Monte et al., 1989; Kreher et al., 2008). Briefly,
odor was added to a filter disc on one side of a 9 cm Petri
dish, and the diluent (paraffin oil) was added to a filter disc
on the opposite side. Approximately 50 third-instar larvae
were placed in the center of the dish and allowed 5 min to
migrate. After 5 min, the number of larvae on each half of
the dish was counted to generate the response index (RI).

A tracking assay was conducted as described previ-
ously (Mathew et al., 2013). Briefly, odor was added to five
filter discs placed equidistant from each other against one
wall of a 22 � 22 cm2 Petri dish layered with 1.5%
agarose. Control diluent was added to five filter discs
placed against the opposite wall. Approximately 20 third-
instar larvae were placed in the center of the dish along a
line parallel to the discs. Larvae were imaged within the
experimental arena under dark-field illumination with in-
frared LEDs (850 nm, outside the range of larval photo-
taxis; Environmental Lights). Images were recorded at 2.3
frames/s using a Monochrome USB 3.0 camera (Basler
Ace series, JH Technologies) fitted with an IR long-pass
830 nm filter and an 8 mm F1.4 C-mount lens (JH Tech-
nologies). Each pixel in the captured image corresponded
to a 0.119 mm2 of the experimental arena.

Data processing and statistical analysis
Navigational parameters
For analyzing larval navigation in the tracking assay, po-
sitions of larvae for the entire duration of the assay were
extracted from video recordings, and larval “trajectories”
were reconstructed by using custom routines written in
MATLAB (MathWorks; RRID: SCR_001622). Eighty to 120
trajectories were analyzed for each experiment. Wild-type
larvae displayed an average trajectory length of 176.33 �
2.8 mm for the duration of the tracking assay. No signif-
icant differences were observed among average trajec-
tory lengths for any of the test conditions (ANOVA, p �
0.05). The navigational index �vx�/�s� was defined as
the mean velocity of the larva in the x direction (�vx�)
divided by the mean crawling speed (�s�), as described
previously by Gershow et al. (2012). Based on some
navigational statistics, such as speed, path curvature, and
heading angle, we segmented trajectories into alternating
sequences of runs and turns. Runs were defined as con-
tinuous periods of forward movement. Turns separated
successive runs. Turns were flagged when the change of
trajectory orientation angle was �45°. Further statistics
were applied to individual runs to calculate run direction
(average orientation of runs in a scale of 0 to �180, with
“0” ¡ toward the odor and �180 ¡ away from the odor),
run length, and run speed. Run length and run speed were
further calculated for runs (toward) odor (all runs that
oriented between 	45° and �45°) and for runs (away)
from odor (all runs that oriented between 	135° and
�135°). The run ratio was calculated as the mean run
length of runs toward odor divided by the mean run length

of runs away from odor. Path curvature was defined as the
total length of a trajectory divided by its total displace-
ment.

Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) of behavior spaces
(see Figs. 3A, 5A ) was performed with built-in MATLAB
functions. A behavior space was constructed using nine
navigational descriptors [RI, number of runs per trajec-
tory, run length (toward), run length (away), run speed
(toward), run speed (away), run ratio, run direction, and
length/displacement]. For all genotypes, only data from
the 10�2 dilution were considered. Descriptors were nor-
malized by dividing the value of each descriptor by its
variance: normalized descriptor � descriptor/variance.
Euclidean distances were calculated using MATLAB func-
tions.

Statistics
Statistical analyses were performed using Statistica (Stat-
Soft; RRID: SCR_014213; Table 1). In all figures except
Figure 2G (and see Fig. 4G) the plotted error bars are SEM
values. For error bars in Figure 2G (and see Fig. 4G), uncer-
tainties (dr) in “run ratio” values were calculated using the
following formula: dr � R � ��dt/T�2��da/A�2, where T is the
average run length (toward), A is average run length (away), R is
the run ratio (T/A), and dt and da are the respective uncertain-
ties of T and A.

For correlation analyses in Figure 2I (and see Fig. 4I), r2

values were calculated using Pearson’s correlation ma-
trix. Statistical significance was set at the 0.05 level.

For all behavioral parameters (except for run ratio) seen
in Figure 6, A and B, a one-way ANOVA followed by a
Tukey’s post hoc HSD test and a homogeneity of variance
test were performed to compare values elicited by the
odorant to values elicited by paraffin oil. Statistical signif-
icance for the ANOVA was set at p � 0.05. For the run
ratio, values were normalized and subjected to a �2 test
followed by a Bonferroni correction. Since 15 tests were
performed for wild type and only 12 were performed for
empty larva genotypes, statistical significance for the �2

test was set at p � 0.0033 for wild-type larvae and p �
0.0042 for empty larvae.

For comparison of SDs in Figure 6C, a Student’s t test
was used followed by Bonferroni correction. Data for five
behavioral parameters at 10�1, 10�2, and 10�3 dilutions
were compared. Statistical significance for the t test was
set at p � 0.01. Data were scaled to fit on a graph.

Results
Individual ORNs instruct different attractive
responses
In a recent study, a panel of 18 odorants, each of which
elicited a strong, specific physiological response from a
single Or, was identified. A strong physiological response,
however, did not always elicit a strong behavioral re-
sponse in the larva (Mathew et al., 2013). Based on these
results, we postulated that individual ORNs contribute
differently to the olfactory circuit to produce distinct be-
havioral outputs. However, differences in behavior could
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also arise because of differences in the strengths of the
odor gradient formed and/or due to differences in Or
sensitivities to their cognate odorant. We wished to ask
whether larval ORNs drive different behavioral responses
under comparable odor gradient strengths and odor re-
ceptor sensitivities. To begin to address this question, we
selected a subset of five odorants from the panel of 18
odorants published in the study by Mathew et al. (2013;
Fig. 1A). Each of the five odorants elicits a strong, specific
physiological response from a single Or (Or30a :: anisole,
Or33b :: 2,5-dimethylpyrazine, Or42a :: 4-hexen-3-one,
Or47a :: pentyl acetate, Or59a :: 4,5-dimethylthiazole). We
selected this subset of five odorants since they have
similar volatilities (average vapor pressure of five test
odorants is 4.30 � 1.35 mm of Hg at 25°C), and, thus, in
a test arena, they form odor gradients of similar strengths.
Further, in a dose–response analysis, three of the five Ors
(33b, 42a, and 47a) showed high (but similar) sensitivities
to their cognate odorant, while the other two Ors (30a and
59a) exhibited lower (but similar) sensitivities to their cog-
nate odorants (Mathew et al., 2013). Thus, this subset of
odorants presented a unique opportunity to test ORN
activity under conditions of normalized odor gradient
slopes and Or sensitivities.

First, we tested the response of wild-type larvae to this
subset of five odorants in a simple two-choice assay
behavioral paradigm (Rodrigues and Siddiqi, 1978; Monte
et al., 1989). Briefly, �50 third-instar larvae are placed in

the middle of an agarose Petri plate of 9 cm diameter.
Two filter discs are placed diametrically opposed to one
another, with one disc containing a drop of odorant (di-
luted to the test concentration) and the other serving as a
control. Larvae are allowed to migrate onto the plate, and,
after a 5 min test period, the number on each half is
counted, and an RI is calculated as RI � (S � C)/(S 	 C),
where S is the number on the half of the plate containing
odorant and C is the number on the half containing the
control disc. We note that the doses used in such a
behavioral assay are difficult to compare with those used
in the physiological assay in the study by Mathew et al.
(2013) as a result of differences in airflow, duration, and
geometry.

The data from this study are presented in Figure 1.
When tested at a 10�2 dilution, each odorant elicited
behavior responses of different strengths (Fig. 1B).
4-Hexen-3-one elicited the strongest attractive response,
0.53 � 0.046 (SEM; n � 8). Pentyl acetate elicited a
weaker attractive response (0.29 � 0.045, SEM; n � 8),
while 4,5-dimethylthiazole, 2,5-dimethylpyrazine, and ani-
sole elicited responses that were not significantly different
from zero. Paraffin oil, used as a control for the diluent,
elicited a response that was not significantly different from
zero (�0.002 � 0.031; SEM; n � 21). When tested across
five different dilutions (10�1, 10�2, 10�3, 10�4, 10�5), the
five odorants generated dose–response curves that var-
ied widely from each other (Fig. 1C). For instance,

Table 1: Summary of statistics from figures

Figure Panel Data structure Test type Odorant p value
1 A Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA 4-Hexen-3-one p � 0.001

Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Pentyl acetate p � 0.001
Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA 4,5-Dimethylthiazole p � 0.2199
Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA 2,4-Dimethylpyrazine p � 0.9811
Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Anisole p � 0.9985

2 I Report
r2 values

Pearson’s correlation matrix All combinations p � 0.05 highlighted in red

3 A/B Euclidean
distance

Principal component analysis All combinations NA

4 I Report
r2 values

Pearson’s correlation matrix All combinations p � 0.05 highlighted in red

5 A/B Euclidean
distance

Principal component analysis All combinations NA

6 A/B Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Vx/S, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Dark red: p � 0.001

6 A/B Ratio 
2 normalized to control Run Ratio, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Red: p � 0.01

6 A/B Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Run length, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Light red: p � 0.05

6 A/B Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Run speed, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Dark blue: p � 0.001

6 A/B Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Length/Disp, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Blue: p � 0.01

6 A/B Normal Tukey HSD within a one-way ANOVA Runs/track, all odorants,
10�1, 10�2, 10�3,

Light blue: p � 0.05

6 C Normal Student’s t test with Bonferroni correction Vx/S, 10�1 to 10�3 p � 0.01
6 C Normal Student’s t test with Bonferroni correction Run length, 10�1 to 10�3 p � 0.001
6 C Normal Student’s t test with Bonferroni correction Run speed, 10�1 to 10�3 p � 0.001
6 C Normal Student’s t test with Bonferroni correction Length/Disp, 10�1 to 10�3 p � 0.4549
6 C Normal Student’s t test with Bonferroni correction Runs/track, 10�1 to 10�3 p � 0.0411

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistica (StatSoft). Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to test for normality within each group.
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Fig. 2. Navigational analysis of wild-type D. melanogaster larvae. A, Paradigm containing a 22 � 22 cm2 agarose Petri plate. Odorant
is placed on discs at the right; paraffin oil diluent alone is placed on discs to the left. The chamber is sealed by placing a clear glass
plate over the arena. Third-instar larvae are placed in the center. The movement of larvae is recorded with a CCD camera. B, Sample
trajectories of wild-type larvae in response to 4-hexen-3-one (10�2 dilution). The gray bar along the y-axis indicates the starting
position of larvae. A “stop” (red arrowhead) is defined by a 45° or greater change in trajectory angle. A “run” (blue arrowhead) is
defined as the length of trajectory between two stops. Runs are quantified in terms of length, speed, and direction. C–H,
Dose–response analysis of six navigational parameters for each odorant in the navigational assay. Odorants were tested at four
different dilutions (10�1, 10�2, 10�3, 10�4), which are depicted on the x-axis of each graph. The y-axes in each graph are as follows:
navigational indices (�vx�/�s�) of larvae to indicated dilutions of five odorants and paraffin oil (C); the mean number of runs per
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4-hexen-3-one elicited strong attractive responses at
higher concentrations (10�1, 10�2, and 10�3) and weaker
responses at lower concentrations (10�4, 10�5). In con-
trast, pentyl acetate elicited an attractive response at
10�2 concentration of the compound but lost its attrac-
tiveness when its concentration was dropped by a single
order of magnitude. Together, these data strongly sug-
gest that behavioral differences exist despite similar odor
gradient strengths and Or sensitivities. We conclude from
these experiments that larval ORNs contribute differen-
tially to the olfactory circuit to instruct the level of attrac-
tion to an odorant in the two-choice assay.

Individual ORNs contribute differently to larval
navigation
If activating individual ORNs elicits different levels of at-
traction in a two-choice assay, we postulated that the
activity of individual ORNs generate different navigational
outcomes toward or away from an odor. Recent studies
have suggested that Drosophila larval navigation is com-
posed of discrete behavioral elements, such as head
sweeps, runs, and turns (Luo et al., 2010; Gomez-Marin
et al., 2011; Gershow et al., 2012). We wished to ask
whether different ORN activity led to different composi-
tions of navigational behavior.

To address this question, we used a second behav-
ioral paradigm, a larval tracking assay, which permits
analysis of larval navigation. Briefly, �20 third-instar
larvae are allowed to migrate toward an odor source on
a square 22 � 22 cm2 agarose plate (Fig. 2A). Five filter
discs containing odorant are placed at even intervals
along one wall of the plate, and five filter discs contain-
ing a control diluent are placed at even intervals along
the opposite wall. A CCD camera records the move-
ment of the larvae for 5 min, and their positions are
analyzed as a function of time (Mathew et al., 2013).
Every larval trajectory in an experiment is divided into
runs and turns (defined in Materials and Methods), and
analyzed in terms of its speed, directionality, and dis-
placement (Fig. 2B).

First, to quantify attraction toward an odorant, we mea-
sured the navigational index �vx�/�s� (Gershow et al.,
2012), in which the mean velocity of larvae in the x direc-
tion, �vx�, is divided by the mean crawling speed �s�.
Thus, the index is 1 if all larvae migrate uniformly toward
the odor source, and 0 if their movement is random. The
movement of wild-type larvae in the presence of paraffin
oil diluent alone is not significantly different from zero and
is random (�0.01 � 0.02, SEM; n � 297 trajectories).
When tested across four different dilutions (10�1, 10�2,
10�3, 10�4), the five odorants generated dose–response

curves that varied widely from each other (Fig. 2C), which
is consistent with the two-choice assay. 4-Hexen-3-one,
pentyl acetate, and anisole elicited attractive indices at
higher concentrations (10�1 and 10�2), and weaker or no
attraction at lower concentrations (10�3, 10�4). On the other
hand, 2,5-dimethylpyrazine and 4,5-dimethylthiazole elicited
weak or no attractive response at all four concentrations tested
in the assay.

The ability to measure larval behavior in terms of its
discrete navigational elements allowed us to ask whether
the navigational index is a sufficient measure of overall
behavior response. To address this question, we exam-
ined five different navigational parameters (number of
runs per trajectory, run length, run speed, run length
toward odor/run length away from odor, and length of
trajectory/total displacement) for all the trajectories gen-
erated in this assay (Gershow et al., 2012; Mathew et al.,
2013; Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2014). For each of the five
odorants, we plotted average values for each navigational
parameter as a function of concentration (Fig. 2D–H).
Dose–response curves for the five navigational measures
reveal differences in larval behavior elicited by the indi-
vidual odorants that are not apparent when considering
only an attractive index (Figs. 1B,C, 2C ). Notably, 2,5-
dimethylpyrazine, an odorant that elicits a weak attractive
response, elicits significantly higher values for “run
length” (Fig. 2E) and “run speed” (Fig. 2F) when compared
to 4-hexen-3-one, an odorant that elicits a strong attrac-
tive response. We observed that four of the five dose–
response traces for run speed follow a unique pattern (Fig.
2F). This is likely due to a number of reasons: (1) strong
correlation between run speed and run length (toward
odor) at the most attractive concentration of odorants
(10�2; Fig. 2E; data not shown); and (2) higher mean
speeds measured at low/ineffective odor concentrations
(10�4) due to equally long run lengths both toward and
away from odorants (data not shown). To further ask
whether any of the navigational parameters elicited cor-
related with the attractive index, we prepared a correlation
matrix consisting of correlation values (r2) between indi-
vidual behavioral parameters (Fig. 2I, Table 1). Values
highlighted in red are statistically significant (p � 0.05).
We found that for wild-type larvae the attractive index
correlates with only four of eight behavioral parameters
considered here. Overall, few parameters correlated
with each other (16 of the possible 36 combinations).
We note that run ratio (run length toward odor/run
length away from odor) correlated strongly with the
attractive index (r2 � 0.90; Fig. 2I). On the other hand,
speed ratio (run speed toward odor/run speed away
from odor) correlated only moderately with the attrac-

continued
trajectory (D); the mean length of runs in millimeters (E); the mean speed of runs in millimeters per second (F); the ratio of mean run
lengths in the direction of odorant (all runs that oriented between 	45° and �45°) to mean run lengths away from odorant (all runs
that oriented between 	135° to �135°; G); and the mean length/displacement defined as total length of each trajectory is divided by
the total displacement of each trajectory (H). Each data point represents the mean � SEM (n � 8 assays, �100–120 trajectories
analyzed for each condition). I, Correlation matrix displaying r2 values among various behavioral parameters tested. Values italicized
and in red are statistically significant (p � 0.05).
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tive index (r2 � 0.71; data not shown). Overall, these
observations suggested the following: (1) that attractive
indices are an insufficient measure of overall larval
behavioral response; (2) that larvae strongly modulate
the lengths of their runs and to a lesser extent their
speed in order to successfully navigate toward an odor;
and (3) individual ORN activity can differentially affect
the composition of larval navigation made up of dis-
crete behavioral elements.

Since the behavioral parameter, the run ratio, correlated
highly with attractive index (r2 � 0.90), we searched for a
specific example to demonstrate that odorants can affect
the composition of behavior in a way that is not directly
related to run ratio. At 10�2 concentration, 4-hexen-3-one
elicits a strong attractive response from wild-type larvae
(0.23 � 0.04) compared to the weak attractive response
elicited by 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (0.04 � 0.05; Fig. 2C).
While both odorants elicit similarly high values for run ratio
(1.88 and 1.57, respectively), 4-hexen-3-one elicits signif-
icantly lower run length (144.36 � 8.16 vs 222.75 � 17.63)
and run speed values (3.67 � 0.09 vs 4.78 � 0.14) com-

pared with 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (Student’s t test, p �
0.05; Fig. 2E–G). To further confirm that 4-hexen-3-one
and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine differentially affect the compo-
sition of larval navigation, we mapped them in a nine
dimensional behavior space in which each dimension
represents either the navigational index or one of eight
discrete behavior elements considered in Figure 2I. The
two odorants mapped far apart from each other (Fig. 3A);
the Euclidean distance between 4-hexen-3-one and 2,5-
dimethylpyrazine was 42.57 arbitrary units (a.u.), whereas
the mean distance between all pairwise combinations of
the five odorants was 31.75 � 3.99 (mean � SEM; Fig.
3B). Based on Euclidean distances between odors, the
map reveals possible relationships among neurons. We
note that 4-hexen-3-one maps closest to 4,5-dimethylthiazole
in the behavior space (10.02 a.u.). Similarly, pentyl acetate,
anisole, and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine map close together. Inter-
estingly, Or33b (activated by 2,5-dimethylpyrazine) and
Or47a (activated by pentyl acetate) are coexpressed in
the same larval ORN (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al.,
2005).

B

A

Fig. 3. Principal component analysis of wild-type behavior responses. A, The five ORN activators (colored circles) and paraffin oil (dark
circle) are mapped in a behavior space. Canton S (wild-type) larvae were tested against each odorant. Shown are the first three
principal components (PCs) of a multidimensional behavior space made up of nine navigational descriptors measured at 10�2

concentration of odorants (RI, number of runs per trajectory, run length (toward), run length (away), run speed (toward), run speed
(away), run ratio, run direction, and length/displacement). Navigational descriptors were normalized. Variances explained by PC1,
PC2, and PC3 are 91.3%, 8.1%, and 0.6%, respectively. B, Euclidean distances between individual combinations of odorants in the
behavior space.
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Differential navigation elicited in larvae with single
functional ORNs
Since our panel of odorants consists of strong, specific
activators of single ORNs, we wished to know whether
silencing all but a single pair of ORNs in a larva would
affect its navigation toward the cognate odorant. A recent
study (Fishilevich et al., 2005) suggested that larvae with
only a single pair of functional ORNs are able to chemotax
robustly toward a subset of odorants that activates it. A
caveat of this study was that a simple chemotaxis index
based on the distance of larva from the odor was used to
compare behavior responses. Further, based on our re-
sults so far, we postulated that animals with different
single pairs of functional ORNs would exhibit different
compositions of navigational behavior. To address these
questions, we constructed animals with single pairs of
functional ORNs (Fig. 4A,B). This was achieved by exploit-
ing the Orco mutation, which prevents OR trafficking to
the sensory dendrite (Larsson et al., 2004; Neuhaus et al.,
2005; Benton et al., 2006). Orco function was restored in
individual ORNs by crossing animals with specific OrX-
Gal4 drivers to UAS-Orco animals (Fishilevich et al.,
2005). We were able to construct three different geno-
types, each containing a single, functional pair of ORNs
expressing either Or30a, Or42a, or Or33b/47a. For con-
venience, we refer to them as �OrX-empty larva.� Since
Or33b and Or47a are coexpressed in the same ORN, we
chose to use the Or47a-Gal4 to construct an Or47a-
empty larva to represent the Or33b/Or47a ORN. Due to
lack of a viable Or59a-Gal4 strain, we were unable to
construct an Or59a-empty larva.

We tested the behavioral responses of the three empty
larva genotypes in the tracking assay. The behavior of
each genotype was tested against the cognate odorant
that elicits a strong physiological response from the pair
of functional ORNs that it contains. Or30a-empty larva
was tested against anisole; Or42a-empty larva was tested
against 4-hexen-3-one. Since Or33b and Or47a coex-
press in the same ORN, we tested the behavior response
of Or47a-empty larva against 2,5-dimethylpyrazine as well
as pentyl acetate separately. First, for each combination,
we measured the navigational index �vx�/�s�. When
tested across three different dilutions (10�1, 10�2, 10�3),
the four odorants generated dose–response curves that
varied widely from each other (Fig. 4C), consistent with
the previous two experiments (Figs. 1C, 2C ). However,
we also noted some differences. Notably, anisole gener-
ated a stronger response from Or30-empty larva than
4-hexen-3-one did from Or42a-empty larva at 10�1 and
10�2 dilutions.

Next, we extended our behavioral analysis of the three
genotypes to include the five navigational parameters
considered in the previous experiment. Overall, empty
larva genotypes had lower run speeds compared with
wild type (0.31 � 0.005 mm/s, SEM; n � 1305 trajectories;
vs 0.43 � 0.012 mm/s, SEM; n � 1904 trajectories) and
smaller run lengths compared with wild type (9.66 � 0.53
mm, SEM; n � 1305 trajectories; vs 17.83 � 1.09 mm,
SEM; n � 1904 trajectories). This is consistent with pre-
vious observations of lower speed in Orco mutant larvae

compared with wild-type larvae (Mathew et al., 2013). We
noted that dose–response curves of Or47a-empty larva to
pentyl acetate and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine showed similar
trends, consistent with the fact that the cognate receptors
for the two compounds (Or47a and Or33b) are coex-
pressed in the same pair of neurons. Dose–response
curves for the five navigational measures revealed sur-
prisingly large differences among responses of individual
empty larva genotypes to their cognate odorants (Fig.
4D–H). Although the differences among the responses of
individual genotypes were quite varied, in a correlation
matrix consisting of correlation values (r2) between indi-
vidual behavioral parameters, we noticed more correlation
among individual behavior parameters in this dataset
when compared with correlations among parameters in
the wild-type response dataset (Fig. 4I, Table 1), the
attractive index now correlated with more (six of eight)
behavioral parameters, and many more parameters cor-
related with each other (24 of the possible 36 combina-
tions).

To further confirm that (1) pentyl acetate and 2,5-
dimethylpyrazine elicit similar behavioral responses from
Or47a-empty larva, and (2) odorants activating a different
single, functional pair of ORNs differently affect the com-
position of larval navigation, we mapped the odors in a
nine dimensional behavior space (Fig. 5A). As control, we
plotted the paraffin oil diluent three times based on the
responses elicited by it from each of the three genotypes
used in this experiment (Fig. 5A, data points 1–3). We
were encouraged to note that the three paraffin oil data
points mapped close together (mean distance between
the three combinations was 11.50 � 2.02 (mean � SEM)),
whereas the mean distance between all pairwise combi-
nations of the four odorants was 27.04 � 4.96 (mean �
SEM). Pentyl acetate and 2,5-dimethyl pyrazine mapped
close together in the behavior space. The Euclidean dis-
tance between the two odorants was only 5.91 a.u. (Fig.
5B). The remaining combination of odorants mapped far
apart from each other, suggesting that the activity of
individual pairs of ORNs affects larval behavior differently.

Overall, we conclude that single pairs of ORNs, when
activated, instruct different navigational responses. We
also note that, when we consider discrete behavioral
elements, the activity of a single pair of ORNs is not
sufficient to recapitulate wild-type navigational behavior.

Wild-type larvae exhibit more variability in their
behavior responses than larvae with a single pair of
functional ORNs
In the course of our study, we observed that OrX-empty
larvae were not only less responsive to their cognate
odorants but also showed lower variability in their re-
sponses to odorants when compared with wild-type lar-
vae. To confirm these observations, we compared, for
wild-type larvae and OrX-empty larvae, both the mean
changes in behavior responses as well as the variance in
the responses elicited by odorants.

To compare the mean changes in behavior responses,
we considered the statistical difference between behavior
values elicited by odorants and the control behavior val-
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Fig. 4. Navigational analysis of larvae expressing a single pair of functional neurons. A, B, Cartoons depicting a wild-type larva (A), in which all
first-order sensory neurons are functional and an empty larva (B), in which only one pair of sensory neurons is functional. C–H, Dose–response
analysis of six navigational parameters for each odorant in the navigational assay. Odorants were tested at three different dilutions (10�1, 10�2,
10�3) depicted on the x-axis on each graph. The y-axes in each graph are as follows: navigational indices (�vx�/�s�) of larvae measured in
response to indicated dilutions of four odorants and paraffin oil (C); the mean number of runs per trajectory (D); the mean length of runs in
millimeters (E); the mean speed of runs in millimeters per seconds (F); the ratio of mean run lengths in the direction of odorant (all runs that oriented
between 	45° and �45°) to mean run lengths away from odorant (all runs that oriented between 	135° and �135°; G); and the mean
length/displacement, defined as the total length of each trajectory divided by the total displacement of each trajectory (H). Each data point
represents mean � SEM (n � 8 assays, �100–120 trajectories analyzed for each condition). I, Correlation matrix displaying r2 values among
various behavioral parameters tested. Values italicized and in red are statistically significant (p � 0.05).
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ues elicited by paraffin oil diluent. We arbitrarily assigned
a color code to the statistical difference based on the
increase (red) or decrease (blue) from control levels and
the level of significance (light ¡ dark shade of each color
based on increasing level of significance). Mean changes
in wild-type behavior response (Fig. 6A) and empty larva
behavior response (Fig. 6B) were plotted for three differ-
ent dilutions of test odorants (10�1, 10�2, 10�3). The
preponderance of dark red boxes in Figure 6A compared
with Figure 6B suggests that wild-type larvae show more
significant behavior responses to odorants than empty
larvae genotypes (for details on statistical approach, see
Materials and Methods; Table 1).

To compare the variance in behavior responses among
genotypes, we calculated the mean SDs for five different
behavioral parameters [numbers generated across three
dilutions of odorants (10�1, 10�2, 10�3) were averaged].
To fit the numbers generated on the same graph, SD
values for each parameter were scaled (see Materials and
Methods). Scaled SD values for wild-type (green) and
empty larvae (orange) were plotted, and statistical signif-
icance between genotypes was determined using t test
after applying a Bonferroni correction (Fig 6C, Table 1).
Three of the five behavioral parameters [response index

(�vx�/�s�), run length, and run speed] showed signifi-
cantly higher SD values in wild-type compared with empty
larva genotypes (p � 0.01).

Overall, we observed that wild-type larvae show stron-
ger but more variable behavior responses to odorants
compared with empty larvae that have only a single pair of
functional ORNs. The stronger mean behavior response in
wild-type larvae could be a result of the activation of
additional ORNs at higher odorant concentrations. Higher
mean variability in wild-type behavior responses could be
due to spontaneous activity in nonactivated, functional
ORNs or due to lateral activation of neighboring ORN
channels in the larval antennal lobe, both of which are
possibilities that are lacking in empty larva genotypes.

Discussion
Major conclusions
The major conclusion of the current study is that individual
larval ORNs contribute differently to information process-
ing in the olfactory circuit. This conclusion is based on the
following experimental evidence. First, we demonstrated
that strong activation of individual ORNs led to different
strengths of attractive response in a simple two-choice

B

A

Fig. 5. Principal component analysis of empty larval behavior responses. A, The four ORN activators (colored circles) and paraffin oil
(dark circles) are mapped in a behavior space. Each circle represents a different OrX-empty larva (el) genotype, odorant combination.
Three dark circles (1–3) account for the control responses of each of the three genotypes used in this experiment. Shown are the first
three principal components (PCs) of a multidimensional behavior space made up of nine navigational descriptors measured at a 10�2

concentration of odorants (RI, number of runs per trajectory, run length (toward), run length (away), run speed (toward), run speed
(away), run ratio, run direction, and length/displacement). Navigational descriptors were normalized. The variances explained by PC1,
PC2, and PC3 are 85.1%, 12.9%, and 1.5%, respectively. B, Euclidean distances between individual combinations of odorants in the
behavior space.
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assay (Fig. 1). We ruled out alternate possibilities that
different strengths of attractive response are due either to
differences in the strengths of the odor gradient or to
receptor sensitivities. Next, we provided strong evidence
to support the conclusion that, at the concentrations
tested, the activity of individual ORNs differentially affects

the composition of larval navigation (Fig. 3A). Finally, we
show that the contributions of individual ORNs to olfac-
tory behavior are dependent upon the presence of neigh-
boring ORNs that are functional (Fig. 6A–C). In the
absence of neighboring ORNs that are functional, single
ORN activity elicits weaker and less variable responses to

B

C

A

Fig. 6. Comparisons of strength and variability of behavior responses among wild-type and empty larva genotypes. A, B, Heat map
comparisons of statistical difference between the means of navigational parameters in response to odorants and in response to
control diluent in wild-type larvae (A) and empty larvae (B). Six navigational parameters at three different dilutions (10�1, 10�2, and
10�3) of each odorant were analyzed. Five odorants were analyzed for wild-type larvae, and four odorants were analyzed for the three
empty larvae genotypes. An arbitrary color code was assigned to visualize the statistical difference: red indicates an increase from
control levels; and blue indicates a decrease from control levels. Lighter to darker shades of each color are based on an increasing
level of significance. For all navigational parameters except run ratio, statistical significance was determined using one-way ANOVA
followed by a Tukey’s post hoc HSD test. For run ratio, statistical significance was calculated with a �2 test followed by a Bonferroni
correction. C, Mean SDs for five different behavioral parameters compared for wild-type larvae (green) and empty larvae (orange).
Behavior values elicited by four odorants were used for this analysis. Each bar represents the scaled mean � SEM. Wild-type larvae
show higher variance in three of the five behavioral measures compared with empty larvae (Student’s t test followed by Bonferroni
correction, p � 0.01).
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odorants. Collectively, the experimental evidence strongly
supports the overall concept that individual ORNs are
functionally nonequivalent.

Conclusions in the context of available literature
This study was made possible by the recent identification
of a panel of odorants that strongly activated (�150
spikes/s) single Ors in an electrophysiology analysis. In
addition to strong activation, these odorants specifically
activated single Ors; when tested against the entire lar-
val receptor repertoire at 10�4 dilution, they elicited re-
sponses only from their respective receptors (Mathew
et al., 2013). Consistent with the current study, the au-
thors noted that individual ORN activators elicited varying
behavioral responses in the larva; some odorants elicited
strong physiological responses but weak behavioral re-
sponses, or weak physiological responses but strong be-
havioral responses. Some odorants tested in this study,
2,5-dimethylpyrazine and 4,5-dimethylthiazole, which are
known to elicit strong physiological responses, seem to
elicit little or no behavioral response. We suggest the
possibility that some of these olfactory circuit neurons
play a role in other aspects of olfactory information pro-
cessing, such as inhibiting other olfactory signals or sen-
sory integration. Another recent study (Hernandez-Nunez
et al., 2015) showed that optogenetic activation of differ-
ent chemosensory neurons could produce behavioral re-
sponses with distinct dynamics. Together, these studies
support the conclusion that ORNs might contribute differ-
ently to the olfactory circuit and imply that there is func-
tional individuality among a repertoire of neurons.

The collective analysis of a circuit of neurons has re-
ceived due attention in the field of odor coding, because
the coding of information is mainly concerned with the
collective behavior of neurons (Laurent, 1996; Gaudry
et al., 2012; Migliore et al., 2014). One of the main as-
sumptions for these analyses is that neighboring neurons
behave in the same way. However, our current study
provides evidence for functional individuality among a
class of neurons and carries implications for building
more effective models of odor coding. To build a model of
odor coding that can more reliably predict animal behav-
ior, it is important to consider, in addition to the collective
behavior of circuit neurons, the contributions of individual
circuit neurons.

In support of the major conclusion of this study, odor-
ants such as 2,5-dimethylpyrazine and 4,5-dimethyl-
thiazole that elicit very weak response indices (Figs. 1B,
2C, 4C ) map far apart in a behavior space that considers
eight other discrete behavioral elements (Fig. 3A). While
the PCA graphs in Figures 3A and 5A effectively make the
point that individual ORN activity elicits vastly different
behavior responses, certain interesting observations
stand out. One interesting observation has to do with the
responses of larvae to 2,5-dimethylpyrazine and pentyl
acetate, odorants that activate two Ors (Or33b and Or47a
respectively) coexpressed in the same ORN (Fishilevich
et al., 2005; Kreher et al., 2005). Wild-type larvae show
very different behavior responses to the two odorants
(Fig. 3A), while Or47a/33b-empty larvae respond similarly

to the two odorants (Fig. 5A). The responses of the two
Ors to their respective ligands show a difference in tem-
poral dynamics; 2,5-dimethylpyrazine elicits a strong and
long-lasting response from Or33b, while pentyl acetate
elicits a strong but short-lasting response from Or47a
(Montague et al., 2011; Mathew et al., 2013). Our results
suggest the possibility that the activities of neighboring
neurons play a role in transducing information about tem-
poral dynamics to the olfactory circuit. In the absence of
such activity, the olfactory circuit fails to distinguish be-
tween different types of temporal information supplied by
the same ORN. Our results also show that the presence of
functional neighboring ORNs is required for a normal
response to odorants (Fig. 6A,B). One possible explana-
tion for these observations is that the spontaneous activ-
ity of neighboring ORNs is required for appropriate
transduction of information. In support of this conclusion,
research in locusts has shown that baseline ORN activity
is required to set antennal lobe neuron dynamics on the
threshold of coherent oscillatory behavior, which in turn is
important to drive behavioral responses (Laurent et al.,
2001). Another possible explanation of our results is that
lateral activation/inhibition of neighboring olfactory pro-
cessing channels due to activity of local neurons in the
larval antennal lobe is required for the appropriate trans-
duction of information (Olsen et al., 2007; Shang et al.,
2007; Olsen and Wilson, 2008). If so, inactivating lateral
neuron inputs to neighboring ORNs in wild-type larvae
should reduce the strength and variability of responses to
odorants. It is also not clear whether similar or different
neural substrates are responsible for the strength and
variability of a behavior response.

Our results are consistent with a previous study that
suggests that a single pair of functional ORNs is neces-
sary and sufficient for the perception of subsets of odors
(Fishilevich et al., 2005). However, inconsistent with their
conclusions, our results suggest that the activity of a
single pair of functional ORNs is not sufficient to elicit
either similar strength (Fig. 6A,B) or variability (Fig. 6C) of
behavior response as elicited by wild-type larvae contain-
ing all 21 functional ORNs. Differences in the setup of the
behavioral assay and in analytical methods to measure
the chemotaxis index along with recent advances in tech-
nology that enable the measurement of larval navigation in
more detail could account for some of the inconsistencies
between the two studies.

Animal behavior is notoriously variable. Variability in
behavior has been described in many species, including
Drosophila (Kain et al., 2012) and humans (Leonards and
Scott-Samuel, 2005). Along with genetic sources of vari-
ation, nongenetic sources of variation in behavior re-
sponses can be used as substrates for natural selection
(Hopper, 1999). The neural basis for nongenetic variability
in behavior response remains unclear. In this context, we
were particularly intrigued that higher variability was ob-
served in wild-type larval population than in larval popu-
lation containing a single pair of functional ORNs. Thus,
the functionality of neighboring ORNs seems to influence
the variability observed in behavioral responses. Further
studies would be required to dissect whether spontane-
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ous activity or lateral activation of all or some ORNs
influence variability.

Limitations of the present study
We acknowledge the limitations of certain conceptual and
experimental approaches in this study. It is likely that at
higher odor concentrations (�10�2), odorants elicit re-
sponses from more than one ORN (Hallem et al., 2006;
Kreher et al., 2008), complicating any conclusions about
individual ORN contributions. However, we observe sig-
nificant differences among behaviors elicited at low odor-
ant concentrations that were shown to elicit strong, but
specific responses from larval Ors (Mathew et al., 2013).
Results from experiments conducted with empty larva
genotypes that have only one functional pair of ORNs
further support the main claims of this study. In these
behavior assays, odor stimuli quickly form a stable odor
gradient (Mathew et al., 2013). Although commonly used
as a stimulus method in insect and worm olfaction studies
(Rodrigues and Siddiqi, 1978; Monte et al., 1989; Zhang
et al., 2005; Späthe et al., 2013; Fernández-Grandon
et al., 2015), different odor gradients could elicit different
levels of odor adaptation that could complicate results.
We note that, unlike an adult fly, a fly larva that is normally
found immersed in its natural food source has to navigate
a mixture of odor gradients. Thus, the use of odor gradi-
ents in our behavior assays has ecological relevance.
While it was convenient to test similar concentrations and
gradient strengths of the five odorants in this study, it was
more difficult to compensate for differences in the phys-
icochemical properties of the odorants, such that, for
each odorant, an equivalent number of molecules
reached the larval dorsal organ (Andersson et al., 2012;
Martelli et al., 2013). Thus, our results describe responses
to standard dilutions of odorants and not to a defined
number of odorant molecules accessible to each ORN.
With recent advances in optogenetic techniques, it would
be possible to precisely activate only single ORNs, and
also control for the strength and duration of neuronal
stimuli (Hernandez-Nunez et al., 2015).

We also acknowledge limitations in certain conclusions
of our study. While it is clear that the activity of individual
ORNs instruct different compositions of larval navigation,
it is less clear whether individual ORNs are responsible for
one or more discrete elements of navigational behavior.
Our study, so far, has been unable to classify larval ORNs
into distinct functional classes. Such a classification could
be improved in the future by considering additional be-
havioral descriptors based on animal posture that were
not considered in this study (Gershow et al., 2012; Luo
et al., 2014). Since larval navigation is a low-dimensional
behavior, we predict that the 21 larval ORNs could be
classified into a small number of functional classes based
on their individual contributions to navigational behavior.

Our study was restricted to first-order sensory neurons
in a simple olfactory circuit of the Drosophila larva. Further
investigation is required before our conclusions about
functional individuality among a class of neurons can be
broadly applied to other sensory circuits in insects and
noninsect species. Recent physiological studies in mam-

mals have revealed neuronal assemblies in which there
are functional differences at the individual neuron level (for
review, see Yagi, 2013). The question remains as to the
origins of such individuality. Neuronal individuality could
be encoded via genetic as well as nongenetic mecha-
nisms. Differential expression of Or genes is one example
of a genetic mechanism that confers individuality to
ORNs. Individuality could also arise due to independent
and stochastic expression of autosomal alleles, but such
mechanisms are less well understood. These mecha-
nisms together instruct differences in synaptic connection
strengths that could have implications for synaptic weight
distributions in theoretical models of information coding in
neural circuits (Song et al., 2005)

Final conclusions
Within its ecological niche, a larva has to navigate multiple
odor gradients to reach high-quality food sources. Odor-
ants in the environment of the larva activate one or more
of its ORNs. Overall, our results suggest that individual
ORN activity contribute differently to information process-
ing in the olfactory circuit to instruct specific composi-
tions of navigational behavior. Our analysis of functional
nonequivalency among individual sensory neurons in a
simple, tractable olfactory circuit has implications for the
development of reliable correction factors for existing
models of odor coding and for elucidating how different
environmental signals are translated into different behav-
ioral outputs.
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